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Special Court for Sierra Leone
Outreach and Public Affairs Office

PRESS RELEASE
Freetown, Sierra Leone, 11 August 2010
Special Court Opens Investigation Into Pirated Videos
The Special Court for Sierra Leone has opened an investigation into pirated videos of the Taylor trial
which are being sold on the streets in Sierra Leone and Liberia.
The video summaries, which are produced by the Outreach and Public Affairs Office, are used by
Outreach staff and by the Court’s Civil Society partners in Sierra Leone and Liberia to keep citizens of
those countries informed of the progress of the trial, in accordance with UN Security Council Resolution
1688.
The videos are distributed free of charge.
Special Court President Justice Jon Kamanda noted that the use of Special Court videos without
permission is not only illegal, but that the use of only selected older videos could give a distorted view of
the progress of the trial.
“The packaging on the videos suggests that they are being produced and sold by the Special Court, which
is false and, if unrefuted, could damage the reputation of the Court,” Justice Kamanda said.
The matter has been turned over to the appropriate authorities in Freetown.
The videos appear to have been edited to add subtitles. Special Court Registrar said the Court was
concerned other edits may have been made to the videos by addition or deletion of material. “There is a
danger that these videos are not an accurate portrayal of the Taylor trial,” she said.
#END
The Special Court is an independent tribunal established jointly by the United Nations and the Government of Sierra Leone. It
is mandated to bring to justice those who bear the greatest responsibility for atrocities committed in Sierra Leone after 30
November 1996.
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BBC Online
Thursday, 12 August 2010

Will Charles Taylor end up in a British jail?
By Chris Summers BBC News

Charles Taylor, in his heyday in 1997, could end up in a
British prison
The war crimes trial of the former Liberian President,
Charles Taylor, has hit the headlines in the UK after the
dramatic evidence of supermodel Naomi Campbell and her
former agent, Carole White. If convicted, Mr Taylor will
serve his sentence in a British jail. Why is this and where
might he be housed?
In the spring of 2006, Charles Taylor's luck finally ran out.
The one-time president of Liberia was handed over to Irish
soldiers representing the United Nations and found himself
in custody for the first time.
In June that year, the UK government offered to house Mr
Taylor in a British jail if he was convicted by a UN-backed Special Court for Sierra Leone.
A special Act of Parliament, the International Tribunals (Sierra Leone) Act 2007, had to be passed.
But it was not the first time the UK had made such an offer - if he had been convicted, the former
President of Yugoslavia, Slobodan Milosevic, would have been housed in a British jail.
But Milosevic died in 2006, while on trial at The Hague.
Mr Taylor, 62, is also on trial in the Netherlands, where the Special Court for Sierra Leone moved
because of fears it would renew instability in that volatile region of West Africa.

Charles Taylor would probably come to Belmarsh prison
initially
Although he was Liberia's president, he faces 11 charges
of war crimes and crimes against humanity in connection
with the brutal civil war in neighbouring Sierra Leone,
which ended in 2001.
He is accused of funding Sierra Leone's former rebels,
the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) by selling
diamonds on their behalf and buying weapons for them.
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RUF fighters were notorious for hacking off the arms and legs of the civilian population with machetes,
as well as killing, raping and robbing them.
Mr Taylor's trial began in 2007 and is entering its closing stages. He denies all 11 charges, which are
listed in the indictment.
His defence, represented by the respected British barrister, Courtney Griffiths QC, is expected to be
wrapped up in November. It will be followed by closing speeches and then a break of four or five months.
Professor Jon Silverman of the University of Bedfordshire, who has covered the trial, says a verdict could
be handed down in a year's time.
“Start Quote

[Charles Taylor] would be considered high risk as he presumably still has access to funds and has
followers who might be willing to help him escape”
End Quote Eric Allison Prisons correspondent, The Guardian
"Three other people have already been convicted and the longest sentence handed out was 52 years to Issa
Sesay, who one of the leaders of the RUF," he says.
"It's fair to say that if he gets convicted you can be sure that he will die in prison."
But Professor Silverman says it is possible, some time in the future, that an elderly Mr Taylor might be
released on compassionate grounds in an echo of the case of the Lockerbie bomber, Abdel Baset al
Megrahi, who was sent back to Libya amid great controversy last year.
But he says it is misleading to think of the Lockerbie case as a precedent.
"Although Megrahi was on trial at Camp Zeist [in the Netherlands], the court was effectively a Scottish
court on Dutch soil. So when he was convicted, he naturally served his sentence in a Scottish prison," he
said.
After his conviction in 2002, Megrahi was originally brought to Glasgow's tough Barlinnie prison, but the
following year he was transferred to Greenock, where he served the remainder of his sentence.
Prof Silverman says Doncaster prison, in South Yorkshire, had been touted as a possible home for
Milosevic if he had been convicted.
But the Guardian newspaper's prisons correspondent, Eric Allison, says he doubts Mr Taylor would end
up at Doncaster, a private prison which opened in 1994, if he is eventually convicted.
"He would no doubt initially go to Belmarsh [in south-east London], which has a special high security
unit for terrorists and such like."

Abdel Baset al Megrahi, who was said to be dying of
stomach cancer, was freed last year
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"Then he would probably be sent to one of the high security prisons - Frankland [in County Durham],
Full Sutton [near York] or Whitemoor [in Cambridgeshire]."
"He would be considered high risk as he presumably still has access to funds and has followers who might
be willing to help him escape."
But Mr Allison adds: "He wouldn't have any problem with the general prison population."
A Foreign Office spokesman confirmed: "In June 2006, the British Government agreed to allow Charles
Taylor, former president of Liberia, to be imprisoned in the UK should he be convicted of war crimes and
crimes against humanity by the Special Court of Sierra Leone."
A Prison Service spokesman said: "This was in line with the UK's commitment to international justice and
in response to the Dutch government's request that they would accommodate the trial if another country
took Mr Taylor into custody following conviction."
The Prison Service said his release from prison would still be determined by the Special Court of Sierra
Leone.
"Charles Taylor's trial is ongoing and therefore it would be inappropriate to comment any further," the
spokesman added.
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Associated Press
Wednesday, 11 August 2010
War crimes court investigates pirated videos
FREETOWN, Sierra Leone — The U.N.-backed Special Court for Sierra Leone says it is investigating
pirated videos of former Liberian President Charles Taylor's war crimes trial.
The Freetown-based court says in a Wednesday statement that the videos are being sold in Sierra Leone
and Liberia. It says the videos may have been edited to give a distorted view of the trial.
Special Court Justice Jon Kamanda says the use of court images without permission is also illegal. He
says the videos' packaging suggests they are produced by the court.
Taylor is accused of trading in conflict diamonds in exchange for supporting rebels in Sierra Leone.
Supermodel Naomi Campbell and Mia Farrow have recently given testimony.
Taylor says he's innocent of war crimes.
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Newstatesman
Wednesday, 11 August 2010
http://www.newstatesman.com/blogs/mehdi-hasan/2010/08/imran-khan-taylor-diamonds

Imran Khan on Naomi Campbell, Charles Taylor and the "blood diamonds"
By Mehdi Hasan

Here's a sneak preview of my
interview with the ex-Pakistani
cricket captain.

Imran Khan. Credit: Getty Images

I've done an interview with the
former Pakistani cricketer-turnedpolitician Imran Khan which you
will be able to read in a forthcoming issue of the New Statesman.
However, I thought I'd share an excerpt from it [below]. I asked Khan about the night he and his then
wife, Jemima, shared a dinner in South Africa hosted by Nelson Mandela. The other high-profile guests
included Naomi Campbell, Mia Farrow and the then president of Liberia, Charles Taylor -- who is now
standing trial for war crimes. (You can see the much-discussed photograph of that dinner and its gaggle of
celebrity guests, including Imran and Jemima, here).
Farrow's claim that Taylor, after being struck by Campbell's beauty on that night in 1997, arranged for the
supermodel to be given a so-called blood diamond, led to Campbell and Farrow having to testify at
Taylor's trial in the Hague in recent days. In fact, the story has dominated news bulletins across the world,
despite the horrific floods in Pakistan.
What was Khan's memory of that now-notorious night? Did he see or hear about any diamonds? Khan
told me:
I remember Naomi, of course. I remember Mia Farrow, Quincy Jones and I remember Nelson Mandela
who invited us. But to be honest, I have no recollection of Charles Taylor or these diamonds that everyone
is now talking about.
He added:
If there were any diamonds, I'd have been the last person to notice. I'm not really into jewels. But I didn't
receive any diamonds and nor did my ex-wife.
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Charlestaylortrial.org
Wednesday, 11 August 2010

Daily Summary
Issa Sesay Did Not Send Captured UN Materials To Charles Taylor, He Testifies
By Alpha Sesay
The trial of former Liberian president Charles Taylor today returned to normal hearings after the
conclusion of the testimonies of three celebrity witnesses. The former interim leader of the Sierra
Leonean rebel group, which Mr. Taylor is accused of providing support for, resumed his testimony and
told the Special Court for Sierra Leone judges in The Hague that allegations of his rebel group capturing
materials from United Nations peacekeepers in Sierra Leone and sending such materials to Mr. Taylor are
false.
In May 2000, as Sierra Leone was getting ready to disarm thousands of rebel fighters, Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) rebels took hundreds of UN peacekeepers hostage and seized several materials
including arms, ammunition, vehicles, and communication equipment from the peacekeepers. RUF leader,
Foday Sankoh, was arrested by the government of Sierra Leone and Issa Hassan Sesay, after a meeting
with Mr. Taylor in Liberia, facilitated the release of the peacekeepers. Mr. Sesay eventually became
interim leader of the RUF.
In 2008, a witness who claimed to have been working within Mr. Taylor’s security apparatus in Liberia,
testified for the prosecution and told the court that on Mr. Taylor’s instructions, the heavy artillery
weapons that were seized from the UN peacekeepers were taken to Liberia by Mr. Sesay, and the weapons
were used to provide security for Mr. Taylor. Today, Mr. Sesay described this account as false. According
to Mr. Sesay, all materials that were seized from the peacekeepers were given back to the UN in Sierra
Leone.
“That did not happen…I did not send any artillery pieces to Mr. Taylor in Liberia,” Mr. Sesay told the
court.
“I did not give any instruction to take any UNAMSIL [United Nations Missions in Sierra Leone] weapon
to Mr. Taylor in Liberia. The weapons that were captured from them were handed back to the UN before
disarmament,” he added.
Mr. Sesay also denied claims that part of the weapons obtained from the peacekeepers included “mortar
guns,” which were used by security forces in Mr. Taylor’s presidential convoy in Liberia.
“He is lying because I do not recall that mortars were captured from the peacekeepers. It was BZTs that
we captured, and I did not send them to Monrovia,” Mr. Sesay said.
Mr. Sesay further denied prosecution evidence that he provided some help through the transfer of
weapons from Sierra Leone to Liberia’s Special Security Services (SSS) Director, Benjamin Yeaten, who
was mobilizing forces to attack Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD) rebels. At
the time LURD rebels were threatening to unseat Mr. Taylor’s government in Liberia. TFI-375, the
witness who testified about this incident claimed that he was present and saw the weapons being handed
from Mr. Sesay to Mr. Yeaten.
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When talking about the support that Mr. Taylor and his forces allegedly gave to the RUF in Sierra
Leone, TFI-375 told the court in 2008 that he was very close to Mr. Yeaten and that he was personally
involved in transporting arms and ammunition for rebel forces in Sierra Leone. Mr. Sesay denied this
claim, telling the court that he only had contact with Mr. Yeaten in 2000 and at that time, RUF forces
were no longer fighting in Sierra Leone.
“During this time when I was in contact with Benjamin Yeaten, the war was not continuing in Sierra
Leone, and I did not have any arms dealings with Benjamin Yeaten,” Mr. Sesay said.
“I did not have anybody that was bringing arms and ammunition for me from Benjamin Yeaten, that is not
true,” he added.
Witness TFI-375 also told the court that when the RUF arrested the peacekeepers in 2000, it was Mr.
Sesay who first contacted Mr. Yeaten to seek advise from Mr. Taylor on how to handle the situation. Mr.
Sesay said that this never happened.
“That’s a lie, I did not talk to Benjamin Yeaten on satellite phone, and I did not send a radio message to
Benjamin Yeaten after the capture of the UN peacekeepers,” Mr. Sesay said.
According to Mr. Sesay, after the capture of the UN peacekeepers, Mr. Taylor sent Mr. Yeaten to invite
him to Liberia where they discussed the release of the peacekeepers. If he had communicated with Mr.
Yeaten by satellite phone or radio, there would have been no need for Mr. Taylor to send Mr. Yeaten to
fetch him with a helicopter, he said.
Mr. Sesay’s testimony continues tomorrow.
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Charlestaylortrial.org
Tuesday, 10 August 2010
Charles Taylor: The View from Sierra Leone
By Tracey Gurd
As the glamor and intrigue continue today in the trial of former Liberian president Charles Taylor—with a
Hollywood actress and a supermodel’s former agent testifying in The Hague about diamonds and a diva—
the view from Sierra Leone looks decidedly less chic.
Charred buildings lined the street going east out of Freetown, the country’s capital, with young men
lingering on the roadside, despite the heavy rain.
“See those boys?” asked Desmond, my taxi driver and an evangelical pastor. “A lot of them were child
soldiers. I have no pity for them.”
We were weaving through traffic on the same road that Sierra Leonean rebels had marched down eleven
years ago, burning houses, looting, and terrorizing civilians as they launched an attack on the city in 1999.
Desmond started recalling his memories of the brutal 11-year conflict. He remembered rebels splitting
open the stomachs of pregnant women to settle a bet on the sex of the unborn baby; frightened men and
women jostling to sleep in fresh graves among dead bodies because the cemetery was the safest place to
be at night; the fear he felt during the curfew while scavenging for food for his family.
“You can’t even imagine the things they did—they were on drugs, it made them crazy, they did not even
know what they were doing,” he said, shaking his head in disgust.
We arrived at the house of Jusu Jarkah, a double amputee whose arms were cut off below the elbow
during the war—a signature crime committed by rebel forces. Jarkah said he hopes that Charles Taylor
will be found guilty of the 11 charges he faces, including war crimes and crimes against humanity. Taylor
is being prosecuted for his alleged role in supporting rebels in a campaign to inflict terror, destabilize the
country, and get rich from Sierra Leone’s diamond wealth.
Jarkah also wants to go to The Hague to see the verdict handed down, which is expected next year. He’s
been there once before to watch the trial, and encountered Taylor through the glass window of the
courtroom.
“Taylor looked at me and I held up my arms to show him what the rebels did to me—he just turned his
head and looked away,” Jarkah said. “He did not want to acknowledge it.”
Jarmah had followed the testimony of supermodel Naomi Campbell last week, when she said she had
received “dirty little pebbles” after a charity dinner hosted by former South African president, Nelson
Mandela in September 1997. She had assumed the pebbles were rough diamonds from Charles Taylor,
though she did not know who the two men were who woke her that night to give her the gift.
(Prosecutors hoped Campbell’s story would strengthen their allegations that Taylor exchanged weapons
for diamonds, as the dinner took place a month after rebels allegedly delivered him diamonds, and a
month before a weapons shipment landed in Sierra Leone.)
Jarkah said he was pleased she told her story because it brought attention to the issue of blood diamonds
and “the activities of Taylor during the war.” He pointed to the example of Kono, a diamond rich district
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in the country’s east. There, he said, shipments of diamonds would be flown out to Liberia, and the
same helicopter would return back to the country with weapons.
Taylor, however, has denied all charges against him and has said he neither received diamonds from the
rebels nor supplied them with weapons.
In the lead-up to Campbell’s appearance last Thursday, young men also debated the issues behind the
supermodel’s testimony while I passed through Kono district.
Sitting on a long bench on the verandah of a ramshackle house in the diamond-rich town of Small Sefadu,
a heated exchange broke out among the youth, some of whom were former child soldiers. They had not
heard of the supermodel, nor that she was coming to testify. But sitting in midst of a town overtaken by
rebels—with burned out houses all around them—their views on Taylor’s alleged exchange of diamonds
for weapons warmed up.
“Liberian rebels were here—they were sent by Charles Taylor,” one said. “They captured many people
here and forced them to work in the [diamond] mines without feeding them and in terrible conditions.”
Another disagreed that Taylor was behind the crimes.
“There is no proper evidence for Charles Taylor—we never saw him here,” he said. “So it is our Sierra
Leonean brothers who did this.”
“Let them try Taylor for Liberia’s war and let’s blame our own brothers for ours.”
Today, actress Mia Farrow and Campbell’s former agent, Carole White, testified about that night in 1997
when the alleged diamond gift was given. As they did so, the world again focused—fleetingly—on the
Taylor trial and the horrific crimes committed during Sierra Leone’s long war.
But for those who lived through it, the reminders of the crimes are constant and everywhere. Only time
will tell whether Taylor will be held responsible for them or not.
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Prweek.com
Wednesday, 11 August 2010
Outside Organisation reveals strategy behind Naomi Campbell's Hague appearance

David Singleton
A top PR adviser to Naomi Campbell has lifted the lid on the media management behind the model's high-profile
appearance at a war crimes tribunal last week.

Eye of the storm: Campbell gave
evidence at The Hague
The Outside Organisation duo Neil Wallis
and Alan Edwards were responsible for
handing the media as Campbell gave
evidence.
In an exclusive article for PRWeek, Wallis
writes: ‘Our approach, drawn up in
consultation with Ms Campbell and her
brilliant solicitor, was straightforward.
‘We wanted the event to be low key,
respectful and unfussy — which was the
team logic behind seeking temporarily to
ban photographers picturing and videoing her arrival at, presence in and departure from the court.’
Wallis and Edwards, the model’s publicists since 2003, travelled to The Hague on 4 August, ahead of Campbell’s
appearance the following day.
Wallis writes: ‘That night, we ensured that all major news organisations were advised that Alan and I were in The
Hague. We also set up a press office back at our London HQ to field calls there.’
Following Campbell’s testimony, the two PROs worked the media pack to canvass opinions and take questions:
‘As Ms Campbell left with her boyfriend, and the legal team headed back to London, we worked long into the
afternoon outside the court,’ adds Wallis. ‘The value of that hard work was reflected in the majority of the media
coverage on Friday morning — it was dominated by broadly neutral court reporting, which to the PR is a positive.’
However, Campbell’s reputation was hanging in the balance this week, after former agent Carol White gave
evidence that contrasted with Campbell’s own sworn version of events.
Edwards is CEO of The Outside Organisation while Wallis is a senior consultant at the agency.
WALLIS' ARTICLE IN FULL
Last Wednesday the media area at the Hague War Crimes Tribunal for Sierra Leone was completely deserted.
The £9m bombproof bulletproof soundproof courtroom below was largely empty too – just the panel of judges, a
handful of lawyers on opposite sides, a clutch of officials.
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In the witness box was a young man quietly reciting what you eventually realised was a horrendous account of a
brutal civil war, while at a corner desk almost unnoticed sat a smartly-dressed relaxed man called Charles Taylor
who was accused of unspeakable crimes.
It was, literally, the calm before the storm.
Because the following day 300 journalists, accompanied by 11 live satellite link trucks, from at least four
continents, packed the building in a hurricane-strength media frenzy.
It was, of course, all because our client Naomi Campbell had been subpoena’d as a witness.
And it gave Outside possibly the biggest PR issue of the week - though of course the planning began long ago.
Our overall approach, drawn up in consultation with Ms Campbell herself and her brilliant solicitor Gideon Benaim
of Schillings, was pretty straightforward.
We wanted it to be as lowkey, respectful, and unfussy an event as possible.
Which was the team logic behind seeking to temporarily ban photographers picturing and videoing her arrival at,
presence in, and departure from the court.
It was nothing to do with "privacy", as some media claimed - it was to try to protect a solemn venue like the War
Crimes Tribunal from suffering the kind of outrageous paparazzi madness that can unfortunately hound any public
appearance by Naomi Campbell.
Myself and Alan Edwards, CEO of Outside and the man who has been Ms Campbell’s publicist for seven years,
travelled to the Hague on the Wednesday morning.
The Tribunal too was anxious to avoid the danger of what should be a serious occasion descending into media
circus.
So at the end of that day’s proceedings its excellent and experienced UN chief of staff Gregory Townsend showed
us and the legal team, which included the former Director of Public Prosecutions Lord MacDonald, the rules
procedures and geography of the Special Court of Sierra Leone.
It was felt very sensibly on all sides - whether PR, legal, or court officialdom - that the proceedings should progress
with as few hitches as possible.
That night we ensured all major news organisations were advised Alan and I were in the Hague to provide any
media assistance. We also set up a fully-manned press office back at our London HQ to field calls there from LA,
Johannesburg, Brisbane, Accra….
By 7am on Thursday we were fielding calls inside the court building, an incongruous office block set in the middle
of a housing estate. Its former baseball court has been transformed at a cost of 9 million euros into a War Crimes
Tribunal.
ITN, BBC, Sky of course, NBC, Al-Jazeera….they all checking in, came to see us, agreed later contact procedures.
As planned with the court, Ms Campbell’s arrival at 8.45pm went virtually unnoticed by the packs of press she was
driven past, and she was whisked into the courtroom without fuss just a few minutes after 9am.
She had dressed soberly, demurely and appropriately for the occasion. As advised, she answered the questions
honestly and clearly, was concise, refused to speculate or offer opinions, and kept strictly to the facts she could
remember from 13 years ago.
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Her understandable nervousness only made her slip once, and after barely 90 minutes the court ran out of things
to ask her and she was whisked away with as little fuss and attention as when she arrived.
The consensus of the press pack, as we worked among them and canvassed opinions, was that she had come across
well, as honest and persuasive.
That was reflected in the questions posed by the 10 or so radio and TV interviews we did to European, North
American, African, and Australian outlets in the hours that followed.
As Ms Campbell left with her boyfriend, and the legal team headed back to London, we worked long into the
afternoon outside the court dealing with newspaper reporters and TV correspondents.
The value of that hard work was reflected in the majority of the media coverage on Friday morning – it was
dominated by broadly neutral court reporting, which to the PR is a positive.
The big PR winner? The UN’s Special War Crimes Tribunal for Sierra Leone.
As one of the UN staff told us, "90 minutes on the witness stand by Naomi Campbell has given the issue of blood
diamonds and the war crimes alleged against Charles Taylor more coverage worldwide than its had combined in the
three years the trial has been underway."
Then on Sunday, in preparation for the appearances at the court on Monday of witnesses Carole White and Mia
Farrow - who were there the night the alleged blood diamonds were in Ms Campbell’s possession for a few hours Alan Edwards flew back to the Hague to do it all again….
Neil Wallis, senior consultant, The Outside Organisation
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary
11 August 2010
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

UN News in Liberia
UNMIL Pakistani Contingent Give Free Medical Treatment in Careysburg
[Front Page Africa, The Informer]
•
•
•

The Pakistani Contingent of the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) based in Careysburg,
Montserrado County Tuesday gave free treatment to more than 100 community dwellers in the area.
The community dwellers including women, children, men and the elderly received treatments for various
kinds of illnesses such as malaria, skin diseases etc.
Lt. Col. Sajid Javed, Commanding Officer of Pakistani Engineer 14 said the medicines given to the people
were purchased by the contingent, noting that the gesture came as his contingent’s way of identifying with
the people of Liberia.

Local News on Liberian issues
Legislature Approves Resolution to Amend Constitution
[Front Page Africa]
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Senate has finally concurred with the House of Representatives to approve a joint resolution to amend
certain provisions of the 1986 Liberian Constitution.
In its session Tuesday, the Senate voted to concur with the House to amend Articles 52c, 72b, 83a and b.
The vote followed a report by the six-member conference committee chaired by Grand Gedeh Senator
Isaac Nyenabo.
The Senate endorsed the report for the controversial ten-year residency clause for the presidency prior to
election in Article 52c to be reduced to five years, while Article 72b which among others restricts judges of
subordinate courts to retire at the age of 70 was amended for the judges to serve above 75 years.
A change was also effected in the date of general voting contained in Article 83a from the second Tuesday
in October to the first Tuesday in November.
The Senate also agreed to amend Article 83b to provide election of public officers not by absolute majority,
but by simple majority except for the presidency.

Government’s Mass Demolition Claims House Attention
[Front Page Africa, The Informer]
•
•
•
•
•
•

An investigation is underway at the House of Representatives into government’s ongoing demolition
exercises in Monrovia and its environs.
The investigation is a result of a letter by Montserrado Representative Rufus Neufville drawing the House
attention to the situation.
According to him, the ongoing demolition by the Public Works Ministry which is opening alleys and streets
in and around Monrovia is problematic.
Representative Neufville said it was disturbing for concrete structures to be demolished without any notice
and compensation for the occupants.
The letter sparked heated debate in the House with division emerging among the Representatives with
opposing lawmakers arguing that the occupants were given prior notice and that they have been reluctant
to leave.
Amidst the division, the House summoned Public works Minister Samuel Kofi Woods to appear before its
appropriate committee on Thursday for clarification.

Liberia, China US$8.6 Million Deal Backfires
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[The Inquirer, Heritage, The Informer]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The House of Representatives has ordered an investigation into a US$8.6 million contract signed between
Liberia and a Chinese firm.
The contract relates to the renovation of the dilapidated hotel building at the Samuel K. Doe Sports
Complex in Paynesville.
The House’s investigation was triggered by a protest letter by Grand Gedeh Representative Zoe Pennue
who claimed the contract was dubiously signed because it did go through the Public Procurement and
Concession Commission’s laws.
According to him, it was important for the House to look at the agreement to ensure transparency and
accountability.
In its session Tuesday, the House voted to constitute a special committee to investigate the agreement.
The Committee comprises Montserrado Representative Koukou Dorbor, chairperson and Grand Gedeh
Representative Kai Farley, co-chair.
The membership includes Representatives Vinicious Hodges, Evans Koah and Christian Chea of Grand
Bassa, Nimba and River Gee counties respectively.

Act to Allow Diaspora Liberians Vote Introduced
[Front Page Africa, The Inquirer, Heritage, The News]
•
•
•
•
•
•

A proposed Act seeking to allow Diaspora Liberians vote in all Presidential elections has been introduced in
the House of Representatives.
The draft Act sponsored by Lofa Representative Eugene Fallah Kparkar is seeking the amendment of
certain sections of the new electoral reform law of 2004.
He said the amendment is intended to create new precincts in all foreign missions of Liberia to allow
Liberians in the Diaspora to register and vote.
Representative Kparkar said his proposal is in line with Article 77b of the Liberian Constitution.
The Lofa lawmaker argued that the provision among others grants every Liberian not less than 18 years of
age the right to be registered for electoral processes by the Elections Commission.
The bill by Representative Kparkar has been sent into committee room for review within two weeks.

Liberia’s Newest Lawmaker Inducted at the House of Representatives
[Front Page Africa]
•

The newest member of the House of Representatives has been inducted at a ceremony in the Chambers of
the body.
• House Speaker Alex Tyler told Representative Christian Chea that he must uphold and respect the
constitution and laws of the Republic of Liberia.
• Representative Chea of the ruling Unity Party was recently elected to fill the vacant seat of River Gee
County following the death of his predecessor, Albert Toe, in April this year.
• He defeated his rival, Philbert Toe of the main opposition Congress for Democratic Change to clinch to the
new post.
Justice Minister Launches One-Year Training Programme for Probation Officers
[The Inquirer, Heritage]
•
•
•
•

Justice Minister Christiana Tah, Monday officially launched a one-year training programme for probation
officers of the Liberia’s Probation Service at the James A. A. Pierre Judicial Institute at the Temple of
Justice.
According to a press release, the Probation Service is in the process of being activated as an integral part
of the Justice System by the Justice Ministry and the Judiciary in partnership with the German Technical
Cooperation (GTZ).
Making remarks at the orientation session of the training programme, Minister Tah, herself a probation
expert, observed that serving as a probation officer is a very difficult job.
She said if she had her way, she would ask Government to pay the trainees well upon the completion of
their training, because, according to her, their occupation requires commitment, love and care for people.

Finance Minister on Fiscal Challenges
[Front Page Africa]
•

Finance Minister Augustine Ngafuan says despite the US$4.9 billion dollar debt relief, Liberia still needs
more fiscal space to tackle its huge development challenges.
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Minister Ngafuan named some of the development challenges as road rehabilitation, health and
education among others.
He said considering past budgets which hit a record high of US$600 million, the current budget of US$350
million is a drop in the bucket.
Minister Ngafuan said unless the fiscal space is created to access loans, government would find it difficult
to address the numerous development challenges at hand.
The Finance Minister said reaching the HIPC completion point has brought relief to government as it would
create another avenue to finance the budget.
Minister Ngafuan said under the post HIPC arrangement, government will borrow three percent of its Gross
Domestic Products.
The Finance Minister spoke Tuesday at a one-day roundtable organized by the United States Embassy in
Monrovia.
The forum attended by a cross-section of local and international stakeholders discussed challenges faced
by Liberia in the post HIPC environment.

Following Search for Interpreter, Chinese Murder Case Kicks Off Next Week
[Front Page Africa, Heritage, New Democrat]
•
•
•

•

Hearing into the murder case involving the two Chinese nationals, who stand accused for the alleged killing
of a South African national, will resume Monday, 16 August 2010 at Criminal Court ‘B’.
Defendants Mang Wang and Li Ma were arrested in Monrovia on 6 September 2009 by the Liberia National
Police, investigated, charged with murder and subsequently forwarded to court for prosecution for their
alleged involvement in the brutal death of Wesley Craig at his Randall Street home in Monrovia.
According to the court’s files, the two accused Chinese men, who appeared in court Tuesday will return to
court as scheduled by the court based on a request of their lawyers to seek the appearance in court of a
Chinese interpreter who will interpret the English Language for the accused because, according to them,
they cannot speak English.
Lawyers representing the accused men informed the court that their clients could not speak or understand
the English Language.

River Cess Superintendent Encounters First Opposition, But…
[Front Page Africa, The Inquirer]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A citizen of Rivercess County Hilary Mentoe has written Superintendent Wellington Geevon Smith, raising
concern about a number of issues in the county.
The August 3 letter captioned “From the way I see it” questions the lack of action on a plank committee
report, electricity project and use of county development funds.
The letter also questions the Superintendent’s alleged delay to disclose and decide the use of the
US$550,000 given the county by the National Oil Company.
Mr. Mentoe in the letter claimed, there is still business as usual in Rivercess despite the change of
leadership and hopes his letter would serve as a corrective instrument.
Meanwhile, Rivercess Superintendent Wellington Geevon Smith has clarified several issues raised by Mr.
Mentoe concerning development in the county.
Superintendent Smith said he received the check of US$550,000 from government on July 22 and not four
months ago as alleged and he immediately deposited the money in the county’s account and planned last
Saturday’s citizens meeting to decide how to use it.
On the plank committee, the Rivercess Superintendent said another mass citizens meeting has been
planned to discuss the 4.8 million Liberian dollars report.
Mr. Smith also clarified that the electricity project is ongoing and dismissed reports that he used the project
to collect thousands of dollars from the county’s coffers.

LWSC Encounters Technical Problems
[The Inquirer, The News]
•
•

The Liberia Water and Sewer Corporation (LWSC) has again reported the breakdown of several of its
equipment responsible to pump water to Monrovia and its environs.
LWSC’s Managing Director Hun-bu Tulay named some of the equipment as the impeller and gate valve
stationed in White Plains amongst others.

•
•
•
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According to Mr. Tulay, majority of the entity’s equipment is in a deplorable condition and stressed the
need for urgent rehabilitation work on the facility.
He blamed the faulty equipment for the current shortfall in the supply of pipe borne water to Monrovia over
the past few days.
The LWSC boss said up to US$1.5 million was needed to replace the damaged equipment.

Star Radio (News monitored today at 09:00 am)
Legislature Approves Resolution to Amend Constitution
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
Government’s Mass Demolition Claims House Attention
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
Liberia, China US$8.6 Million Deal Backfires
Act to Allow Diaspora Liberians Vote Introduced
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
Sime Darby Company in Criminal Allegations
• The multi-million dollar rubber concession company Sime Darby has been accused of criminally exploiting
the former Guthrie Rubber Plantation.
• Bomi Representative Tarnue Cooper alleged the company which claims to have assets of US$849 million is
still tapping the old rubber trees it inherited.
• Representative Cooper alleged since its inception, Sime Darby has been paying workers from the meagre
latex obtained from the old rubber trees.
• According to the Bomi lawmaker, workers who initially earned US$300 under the old management now
earn US$50 under Sime Darby.
• Meanwhile, Representative Cooper says Sime Darby is still using security people that resemble militia
forces on the plantation.
• He alleged the company has failed to implement its security programme as provided for in the concession
agreement.
Murder Charges Hang Over Grand Cape Mount Lawmaker
• Bomi County Attorney Jumah Karnley says legal papers are being processed to formally indict Grand Cape
Mount Representative Matthew Darblo.
• Attorney Karnley warned that the murder case against Representative Darblo is not dead and assured the
court was at the verge of serving the indictment.
• He said the indictment would be served on the Grand Cape Mount lawmaker this August Term of Court and
the case would be ready during the November Term of Court.
• The Bomi County Attorney said he has been silent on the case after making earlier pronouncements,
because evidence into the matter was being carefully gathered.
• Attorney Karnley said an autopsy was conducted on the remains of James Sumo after his body was taken
to the Two Brother’s Funeral Home in New Kru Town and result would be used to prosecute the Grand
Cape Mount Representative when the case is assigned in November this year.
Finance Minister on Fiscal Challenges
LWSC Encounters Technical Problems
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)

Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 09:45 am)
UNDP Presents Law Books to Three Legal Institutions
• The Rule of Law Department of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has presented a set
of law books to three legal institutions in the country.
• The books are intended to enhance access to justice in Liberia.
• UNDP’s head of Rule of Law Cllr. James Verdier who made the presentation said the books will help the
beneficiary institutions ensure that there is access to justice for all.
• Cllr. Verdier said the books include the Liberia Law Reports and others.
• The beneficiary institutions include the University of Liberia Law School, the Tax Court and the Genderbased Violence Unit of the Justice Ministry.
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International Clip on Liberia
How Obasanjo, Sirleaf-Johnson Betrayed Taylor – Fani-Kayode
http://cameroonwebnews.com
Amidst controversy over the ongoing trial of former Liberian president, Charles Taylor, at the International Court of
Criminal Justice, The Hague, Chief Femi Fani-Kayode, former presidential spokesman, has described Taylor as “a
man betrayed”. Fani-Kayode, a former minister of Aviation, who blamed his former boss, Chief Olusegun Obasanjo,
Liberian president Sirleaf-Johnson and the United States for Taylor’s present predicament said, “This was the
betrayal of the century.” In a statement entitled, ‘Charles Taylor, Naomi Campbell, Blood Diamonds And A Man
Betrayed’, Chief Fani-Kayode said the agreement with Taylor – not to do anything to him – was put in place before
President Sirleaf-Johnson was elected and she was fully aware of its terms from day one. According to him: “This
was the betrayal of the century and, in my view, those that should have known better panicked at the last minute
and broke ranks. “Ironically, the real traitor was not Obasanjo, but rather President Sirleaf-Johnson of Liberia. The
agreement with Taylor was put in place before she was elected, but she was fully aware of its terms from day one.
She was actually the American and Nigerian candidate for that election and she worked very closely with the
Americans, Obasanjo and Nigeria before she was elected to power.” Chief Fani-Kayode, who was a member of
former President Obasanjo’s kitchen cabinet said that the deal with Taylor was that he (Taylor) would be persuaded
to step down as president of Liberia by the ECOWAS leaders and the African Union and would be given a “safe
haven” in Nigeria after doing so.
Peace Corps Volunteers Return to Liberia
www1.voanews.com
Peace Corps volunteers on two-year assignments have returned to Liberia, 20 years after the last volunteers were
withdrawn from the country due to war. After war broke out in 1989, Peace Corps volunteers, many of whom were
teaching in high schools, were withdrawn from the country. In 2008, a trickle of experienced volunteers returned
under the Peace Corps Response program, a short-term, high-impact program. But this is the first year that
volunteers to Liberia will undertake normal, two-year assignments. "Liberia knows Peace Corps very well and many
people that we talk to had Peace Corps teachers from before the war so there was great anticipation about having
Peace Corps come back and we have been extremely warmly welcomed," said Lucianne Phillips, Country Director
of Peace Corps Liberia. A total of 14 Peace Corps teaching volunteers are currently undergoing training in Liberia.
At the end of August, they will be sworn in as high school teachers, living and working in seven of Liberia's
counties. An additional six Peace Corps Response volunteers are also in the country. Phillips said there is a
shortage of trained secondary school teachers in Liberia. So the new Peace Corps volunteers will teach math,
English and science.
Partnering to Strengthen Labs in Liberia
www.africom.mil
Officers assigned to the U.S. Army Medical Research Unit - Kenya and U.S. Army Africa (USARAF) joined together
to work with medical laboratories serving the Armed Forces of Liberia, July 2010. Captain Gabrielle Caldara, of
USARAF's command surgeon's office and Major Mike Walter of USAMRU-K joined for a weeklong partnership in
Monrovia, Liberia. Their goal was to assess the AFL's laboratory needs to look for ways that U.S. Army medical
personnel can help their Liberian counterparts, Caldara said. The U.S. officers received tours of medical centers to
witness the AFL's current medical capabilities, she said. "That included reviewing equipment, practices, testing,
equipment and policies currently used by AFL medical laboratory personnel," Caldara said. "From there, we were
able to suggest methods for improvement." During their stay the team visited the AFL brigade clinic at Edward
Binyah Kesselly barracks near Monrovia, the lab facility Camp Sandi Ware in nearby Careysburg, as well as the
Camp Barclay Training Center. The AFL is looking to open expand laboratory capabilities at its training camps by
hiring new lab technicians. "In the future, an enlisted U.S. Army medical laboratory NCO could serve as a mentor to
strengthen lab capacity," Walter said. "We're recommending that."
Diamond testimony absorbs Liberia
www.bbc.co.uk
The latest testimonies at the trial of former Liberian leader Charles Taylor have, not surprisingly, generated a lot of
interest back in the homeland of the man who is charged with 11 counts of war crimes and crimes against
humanity. Newspaper pages have been replete with highlights from the courtroom in The Hague and details of the
contradictory stories from the British supermodel Naomi Campbell, her ex-agent Carole White and Hollywood
actress Mia Farrow. Radio talk shows have devoted most of their air time to views about whether Mr Taylor gave
so-called blood diamonds to Ms Campbell at a charity dinner hosted by South Africa's former President Nelson
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Mandela 13 years ago. And the celebrities' accounts have dominated talk on the streets of Monrovia, the
Liberian capital, too. But, like most things to do with Mr Taylor, who is accused of backing rebels in the war in
neighbouring Sierra Leone, it is a polarised debate. On Tuesday, people gathered at newspaper stands in the
morning to catch the latest headlines. Amongst them was Clarence Farley, an academic and commentator, who
gave his thoughts on the court appearances. "The witnesses were selected to contradict Taylor's claims of not
offering diamonds to the rebels; but unfortunately they failed to do so," he said.

International Clips on West Africa
Guinea
Guinea’s Two Presidential Candidates Begin Campaigning Early
www1.voanews.com
The chairman of Guinea’s Research Institute on Democracy and the Rule of Law, a non-governmental organization,
said the two leading presidential candidates in the last election have begun campaigning, a day after the
government announced the runoff vote will be held on 19th September. Attorney Theirno Balde said the two
frontrunners from the 27th June election were scheduled to officially begin campaigning two weeks ahead of the
presidential runoff. “Even before the date was announced, the two political parties, which will contest the second
round, have already begun campaigns. Going from house to house talking to the people in there and trying to get
more support for the last round. They are trying to mobilize maximum support not only in the capital city, Conakry,
but also in the countryside,” he said. Guinea’s government announced Monday the date of the run-off vote after the
presidential hopefuls failed to garner more than 50 percent of the total votes required to win.
'ICC Will Not Shield Anyone in Guinea Massacre'
http://accra-mail.com
International prosecutors have promised there will be 'no impunity' for anyone suspected of taking part in the killing
of Guinean activists last September. The International Criminal Court's Fatou Bensouda, who is visiting Guinea, told
the BBC victims' families would have justice. Security forces have been blamed for the killings of more than 150
people at an opposition rally on September 28. Senior members of the ruling military junta have also been
implicated. A report commissioned by the UN said Capt. Moussa Dadis Camara, who was the junta chief at the
time, bore 'direct criminal responsibility' for the massacre. Guineans had high hopes the International Criminal Court
(ICC) would bring justice. But the court cannot arrest people and has to rely on the police in individual countries. A
loss of power and the prospect of trials could be an unpleasant combination for certain elements of Guinea's
military. Moving against them will be a stern test for the authorities. Ms Bensouda, the ICC's deputy prosecutor, is in
Guinea with her legal team seeking assurances that justice will be done. 'If the Guinean authorities are not seen to
be doing something... [then] the ICC will do it,' she said. 'The bottom line is that there will not be impunity. The
victims of these crimes will have justice one way or another'.
Ivory Coast
Ivory Coast Customs Workers' Strike Blocking Cocoa Exports, Union Says
www.bloomberg.com
A three-day strike by customs workers in Ivory Coast over benefits that have been withheld is blocking exports of
cocoa from the world’s top grower of the beans, the head of the union organizing the action said. Workers are in the
second day of the protest that includes blocking deliveries of goods, said Michel Delihisson, secretary general of the
Union for the Defense of Rights for Customs Officers. Some service has been maintained for shipments to and from
the airport in the commercial capital, Abidjan, he said. “All goods have been blocked, which includes cocoa,”
Delihisson said in a phone interview. “If any cocoa is leaving the country, it will be cocoa that hasn’t been certified
by customs.” Union members are striking over the withholding of monthly bonuses of 35,000 CFA francs ($70) per
month which workers are meant to receive on top of their salaries.
Riverside 'rapist' is indicted
www.nypost.com
Manhattan grand jury yesterday voted to indict the sweet-talking, so-called "French journalist" accused in last
month's brutal Riverside Park rape -- charging him with five or more sex assaults. But alleged attacker Hugues
Akassy, 42, an Ivory Coast native who prosecutors say is homeless, is vowing to take all of his accusers to trial.
"These are just allegations by women who he admits having social interaction with -- and all of those interactions
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were consensual," said defense lawyer Harold Simmons. Akassy has remained jailed in lieu of $100,000 bail
since his arrest July 27 at the scene of his alleged attack on a young Russian tourist. The bruised woman told cops
she met Akassy while shopping at the Time Warner building, and agreed to join him later for a picnic at Riverside
Park -- only to be brutally attacked afterward. Since then, a prosecutor hotline has rung off the hook with dozens of
calls from women accusing Akassy of improper -- or outright illegal -- behavior, according to a source familiar with
the case. Akassy is due back in court Sept. 15 to plead not guilty to the still-sealed indictment.
Sierra Leone
Sierra Leoneans regret focus on Campbell testimony
Reuters
Sierra Leoneans expressed regret on Wednesday at the spotlight that has been trained on their bloody past by the
courtroom appearances of model Naomi Campbell at a war crimes trial last week. Prosecutors called Campbell to
testify in the trial of former Liberian President Charles Taylor for war crimes relating to conflicts in Liberia and Sierra
Leone. They say Campbell could help shed light on whether Taylor received so-called "blood diamonds" from
rebels in Sierra Leone which he used to buy weapons. Taylor denies all charges. Some Sierra Leoneans say they
are sick of the association between their country, Charles Taylor and "blood diamonds". "The world should stop
talking about Charles Taylor," said labourer Abu Sesay. "The case of Naomi Campbell means nothing to me and
my family." Campbell told the U.N-backed Special Court for Sierra Leone she had been given "dirty looking
pebbles" after a charity dinner in South Africa in 1997, but did not know if they were diamonds from Taylor. Her
testimony, splashed across the pages of British newspapers, has since been contradicted by actress Mia Farrow,
who was also at the dinner hosted by then South African president Nelson Mandela.
Concert at St Ives to help Sierra Leone hospital
http://hornsby-advocate.whereilive.com.au
International concert pianist Tonya Lemoh will perform at the St Ives Uniting Church this Friday as part of a
fundraiser to build a children’s hospital in Bo, Sierra Leone. Ms Lemoh’s father, a paediatrician, was born in Sierra
Leone and initiated the project to help the children of his birth country, which has one of the world’s highest infant
and child mortality rates. Ms Lemoh’s performance will include music by Schumann, Liszt, and Danish and Bentzon.
****
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Charles Taylor: Genius of mayhem in Sierra Leone
By Roland Bankole-Marke, PV Special Correspondent, Florida

Commentary
Expelled Liberian President Charles Taylor ushered his political career from war lord and diamond’s best friend.
Arbitrary rule and economic collapse in the 80’s culminated in Liberia’s civil war. Dissidents of Taylor’s Patriotic
Front overran most of the nation’s countryside and executed Master Sergeant Doe, who turned president. In 1995, a
peace agreement was signed, resulting in the election of Taylor in 1996 as Liberia’s president, Africa’s oldest
republic. A country founded by freed American slaves, nurtured mostly indigenous Africans. Slave descendants
comprised 5% of the population. Liberia was relatively calm until 1980 when William Tolbert was violently
overthrown by Sergeant S. Doe, following a food hike riot. Doe’s coup marked the end of Afro-American minority
dominance, heralding endemic wave of instability and a new culture of dictatorship.
Travail of Taylor’s ascension to power, hallmarked the genesis of savagery and enduring misery, with spiraling
affront to human justice and dignity. Charles Taylor and Foday Sankoh’s marriage demonized a congruent diabolic
witticism. These passionate warlords, trained by Libya’s Colonel Kaddafi, intimidated to destabilize Africa’s subSaharan legitimate governments. Taylor and Sankoh cemented their romance during a military training by Libya’s
dictator, who shared a common clandestine agenda. Later, their union would hatch the eggs of Kaddafi’s ideology,
“To dismantle Africa’s political institutions.” His genius was to seize power, exorcising terror: utilizing the deadly
force of the bullet rather than the justice of the ballot.
Taylor vigorously wedged his clandestine agenda at the expense of humanity. His insatiable lust for wealth,
romanced with power instilled phobia among his people and neighbors. Irrespective of the calamities, he pursued
power aggressively. Liberians endured macabre, insurrection and massacre which Taylor instituted. He’s the
protagonist of the world’s most brutal campaign in human history. At the brutal murder of late President Samuel
Doe of Liberia and several Liberians, their dead body parts were severed by Taylor’s men. The rebels of Sierra
Leone would later copycat this fetish design. Displaying graphically the heads of victims killed, up high as war
banners. This sent a powerful message to the world. Respect for life and property seemed viciously eroded in
Liberia. Taylor’s men are the most ruthless and gruesome the world had probably witnessed. They boasted that only
monkeys would survive in Liberia at the end of Taylor’s campaign. This phobia pierced through the hearts of
Liberians to elect Taylor President of Liberia, a scary litmus test for democracy. It was necessary to end this
mayhem and slaughter of poor innocent Liberians.
Taylor’s ambition was to spread his reign far beyond Liberia into West African sub-Sahara. Because neighboring
Sierra Leone provided a home for the West African Peace Keeping Force (ECOMOG), Taylor decided to hatch a
personal vendetta punishing Sierra Leone. When Liberia was at war, Sierra Leone hosted a multitude of Liberian
refugees. Compassion sometimes germinate a snowball effect. The rationale was to restore peace in Liberia and the
sub-region, a region once adorned with eternal solace, unity and cooperation. In 1989 Taylor began infringing on
that peace and solace, crucifying the peaceful nations that appeared on his black list. Sierra Leone and Guinea were
simply at the top of that endangered list.
Assiduously, he mapped out a scheme to destabilize Sierra Leone, a recipe for anarchy. The hacking off of limbs,
heads, hands or ears are harvest of Taylor’s scheme. This horrendous terror mechanism he instituted during
Liberia’s civil war, when he made his dramatic insurgence. It worked then, why shouldn’t it work for Sankoh in
Sierra Leone? Taylor conceived this trend of thoughts. He provided training resources: equipment and logistics
aiding rebel activities in Sierra Leone, a campaign to launch vendetta on peaceful Sierra Leone. Taylor and Sankoh
then dangerously close allies, had meticulously knitted a diabolic plan to destabilize Sierra Leone’s democratic
government. Anarchy was born, a spring board ushering Sankoh’s rebel campaign. It was the dawn of a clever,
heinous and destructive agenda. Sankoh and Taylor are similar to Heaven’s rebellion championed by Satan,
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ushering man’s revolt against God. They struck opportunely, and utilized a golden opportunity, showing no
mercy. The warlords had no conscience, like the proverb, “There’s no brother in the army.” It was the dawn of a
selfish, evil and catastrophic scheme.
Historically, Liberia had provided safe haven for Sierra Leone’s gems, gold and diamonds. And Liberian boarders
are vulnerable to chronic smuggling activities and illegal immigration. Once, Taylor’s army chief and three senior
government officials were arrested on Sierra Leone’s mine fields by security. They claimed to have crossed the
borders to recover a vehicle from Sierra Leone. But why were they arrested precisely on the diamond mining site in
Sierra Leone? This episode caused grave embarrassment for Taylor. His Chief of staff was later put under house
arrest and demoted. Local experts in smuggling are skilled in concealing diamonds by swallowing the stones and
later recover the booty, medicating themselves with laxative. Liberia and Sierra Leone are geographically
intertwined. One can enter either nation aided by the porous borders. Both nations mutually trade on a daily basis.
Crossing the boarders is within walking distance. Often one crosses unchecked by customs and security officials.
Both nations have lost immeasurable revenue from illegal immigration and smuggling, since time immemorial.
The Manor River Union was born to help curb these eternal problems. With the blessing of security officials from
both sides, smuggling can be as easy as ABC, Vis a Vis making a fortune. Women could craftily ignite a swimming
love affair with security officials to aid smuggling or circumvent customs. Sierra Leoneans have a passion for
United States almighty dollar. Liberia is the nearest fountain of this scarce commodity. Smugglers take any risk in
accumulating this adored commodity. But lust for scarce US dollars by Sierra Leoneans, shrewd Taylor exploited to
his advantage. Smuggling is indeed as old as time itself. Taylor’s campaign promulgated legalization of smuggling.
Gold and diamond merchants are conveniently located along Water Side in Monrovia, a recognized buoyant
sanctuary for mineral trade in Liberia. This site is situated just after the Manor River Bridge that connects Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone; the three parties to the Manor River Union Treaty. Rebels ply daily along this perimeter
briskly and freely conducting this juicy gem trade.
Taylor loved the juice flowing from diamonds. Cleverly, he taped the delicacy using his witty device. Sierra
Leoneans are eternally asking, “What happened to the Star of Sierra Leone?” A huge stone discovered in Kono
mining site, during the reign of late Siaka Stevens in the 80’s. In closure to the issue, the late President who loved
stones said, “Any one who wants an answer should ask me directly.” The issue subsequently died a natural death.
Stevens was feared by most Sierra Leoneans including the educated echelon. The world’s third largest stone was
later found in a British Museum. How did it get there? What was the contractual price? Probably, it could have been
smuggled and sold as a personal cartel, by a legitimate government official. Sierra Leoneans are still searching for
the truth. Taylor’s rationale is that history could repeat itself. Historically, Sierra Leone once swallowed a bitter pill.
Rationally, there is enough room to swallow yet another bitter pill.
Sierra Leoneans have aided and abetted foreign nationals to smuggle stones abroad. They have selfishly milked the
nation of astronomical revenue that could have cushioned SL’s ebbing economy. Others even connived in
smuggling gems into airplanes for meager bribe. How can one be so nice, if not naive at the expense of his country?
This act tantamount to treason. Rebels kept record of every anomaly. Their adventure was carefully weighed in the
balance. And the time was ripe to harvest from a rotten and corrupt system.
Taylor is an economist who studied in the United States. He fused his proficiency of economics, postulating a
’Taylornomics.’’ He’s an eloquent orator, yet a horrible-leader and villain history will give an overt appraisal. The
drums of war were beating violently in Liberia, while rebel incursion into Liberia reached epidemic and dangerous
magnitude. Aided by the international community and the Economic Community of West African States, a
bloodless truce was hatched to save war-fatigue Liberia from another blood bath. Big brother Nigeria offered
Taylor asylum in Calabar, in return that he should step down from power as Liberia’s leader. It was a bitter pill for
Taylor to swallow, but he had no better option. Otherwise, Nigerian forces would have killed him according to a
United States directive. He was deranged, and at his departure said, he was leaving so that Liberia can enjoy peace.
His final words were “I am leaving now but I’ll be back soon” sending mixed message to the world. He blasted the
US for acting as the world’s police, meddling in domestic affairs of other nations around the world.
Opposing rebel forces had taken control of part of Monrovia: the capital housing Taylor’s government was in arms
way. History was about to repeat itself. A similar tragedy that consumed Doe was very close to happen again.
However, the wheels of misfortune swayed the opposite direction. The destitute nation was spared of blood bath
and mayhem. While this development progressed, United Nations Special Court in Sierra Leone had indicted
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Taylor for war crimes in Sierra Leone. A warrant for his arrest was issued at a summit he attended in Ghana. But
host nation Ghana, refused to execute his arrest. Moreover, pressure on Taylor has not yet subsided. Nigeria was
under pressure to turn Taylor to the Sierra Leone Courts. And the plan was that Nigeria would not be forced by any
power to give up Taylor. Only Liberia had the right to request the return of Taylor to answer to allegations of his
reign of terror in Liberia.
He has been linked to Alqaeda and Hezbollah, extremist terrorist groups inimical to the US and the war on terror.
Taylor is believed to have traded with these groups in blood diamonds, an easy way to transfer terrorists’ funds
banned by the US and their allies. Taylor now in a quandary will eventually face the wheels of justice that eternally
hunts him. His hands are dripping with blood. Once, he had hosted rebels responsible for war crimes against
humanity: the reason why the Special Courts was set up in Sierra Leone. Taylor’s assets have been frozen and he’s
experiencing the reality of the seized assets. Douglas Farrah a Washington Post correspondent in his most recent
book The Exclusive, documents ties between Charles Taylor and Al Qaeda. And he explained how terrorist
organizations are financed. In 2000 Taylor met with Al Qaeda’s financial operatives, who offered him US $100,000
as bribe, cajoling him to allow terrorist organizations to buy and control his gem trade for several years.
According to Standard Times in Sierra Leone, US Federal Bureau of Investigation in concert with the Special
Courts in Sierra Leone had established additional connection. Former Taylor crony General John Tanue of Liberia
was interrogated by investigator Alan Whyte about Taylor’s activities and rebel ties. On the pretense of seeking
medical attention, John actually was requesting political asylum in Ghana to escape Taylor’s brutal justice. A
connection between the Revolutionary United Front with blood diamonds and Taylor’s involvement with rebels is
solidly established.
It was in Belgium, a court in Antwerp sentenced 8 men up to 6 years. They smuggled "blood diamonds" from Sierra
Leone and the Democratic Republic of Congo about 4 years ago. Antwerp is the world’s largest diamond center.
They were fined $81.77 million for failure to declare the diamonds to customs. Ring leaders Samih Ossaily 38 and
Aziz Nassour 43, received 3 and 6 years sentence respectively. Ossailey denied that he ever smuggled diamonds
from Sierra Leone, 6 others got up to 30 months in jail. "I ...deny that," he told local Antwerp television. "They
came from Liberia. It was during the time there was no embargo." An embargo did levy penalty on diamonds that
came from warring countries, since the proceeds fueled these bloody wars. Taylor’s nightmare is far from over as
the pendulum of justice slowly oscillates clockwise against him.
UN forces in Liberia had received the mandate to arrest Taylor on sight, in case he had showed up in Liberia. The
US worked with Nigeria the host country, to turn Taylor in to the Special Courts in Sierra Leone, from where he
was eventually whisked to The Hague, to stand trial for 11 counts crimes against humanity. The trial is finally
coming to an end. Sierra Leoneans and Liberians alike are praying to put this sad chapter of a very brutal dictator
behind them. Although real justice will never be served the people of Liberia and Sierra Leone, still devastated and
ailing neighbors. However, precedent has been set for any emerging dictator who decides to act rogue and brutal.
The international community would no longer tolerate dictatorship fleshed out with anarchy and mayhem. This
standard should be applied across the board without exception, for the wheel of justice to roll like righteousness.
Roland Bankole Marke © 2010
Roland Bankole Marke is a Sierra Leonean writer, poet and author of 3 books: Teardrops Keep Falling, Silver Rain
and Blizzard and Harvest of Hate: Stories and Essay (Fuel for the Soul). Roland’s poems and short stories have
been anthologized. His website is: www.rolandmarke.com
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1997 South Africa dinner raises diamond questions
By MICHELLE FAUL Associated Press Writer

JOHANNESBURG—The party to raise money for Nelson Mandela's children's charity started with an
odd guest list: Dining among the celebrities was Liberian warlord Charles Taylor, also known as the
"Butcher of Monrovia."
Before the night was over, supermodel Naomi Campbell says she had been given a
pouch of "dirty-looking stones" by two men who knocked on her door as she slept.
Now South African authorities want to know why the man she passed them to
aboard a luxury train kept the precious stones for 13 years—and whether they are
"blood diamonds."
Prosecutors hope details from that star-studded dinner at the presidential mansion
on Sept. 26, 1997—and what transpired later that night—will help prove Taylor
traded in illegally mined diamonds to arm rebels in Sierra Leone.
The man who received the uncut stones, a well-respected South African
businessman, Jeremy Ratcliffe, finally handed them over to authorities on Thursday
after Campbell testified in Taylor's war crimes trial under threat of contempt.
On Friday, tests determined with certainty that they are indeed diamonds.
"They were taken to the Diamond Board for authenticating and yes, they are
diamonds and they are authentic," Musa Zondi, a spokesman for the police special
investigations unit, told The Associated Press.
But whether diamond experts will be able to trace their origins to the West African
conflict zone remains far from clear.
In South Africa, the mere possession of a rough diamond is illegal because of
possible links to conflict zones, money-laundering and other crimes—raising
questions about whether Ratcliffe or even the 40-year-old Campbell could face legal
proceedings.
"Obviously if a person is in possession of uncut diamonds in this country, that
person has contravened the law. We will investigate the possible contravention,"
Zondi said, adding that anyone found guilty could be fined up to $34,000 or jailed
for up to 10 years.
The chances of pinning down the gems' origin are remote, experts say.
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There is no science yet for pinpointing the exact geographic origin of a diamond,
according to Ricardo Baretzky of the South African firm Dialab, whose company has
patented a method for taking a kind of "DNA" test of a diamond's carbon print.
This could be used in the future to create a database of diamonds and help ensure a
particular diamond is conflict-free, but that is still in the development stages,
Baretzky said.
A photograph of the guests at the 1997 soiree at Mandela's presidential mansion
shows the then 27-year-old Campbell, at the height of her supermodel success,
looking elegant in a white gown with spaghetti straps, a large crucifix around her
neck. Beside her stood Taylor, his arm outstretched and a big grin on his face.
Also in the photo are President Mandela, his hand gripping that of Graca Machel, his
future wife, as well as music producer Quincy Jones, actress Mia Farrow, Hong Kong
actor Tony Leung and Pakistani cricket legend Imran Khan and his wife at the time,
English socialite Jemima Khan.
It's hard to see where Taylor fits in with this celebrity crowd.
Taylor had only just been elected Liberia's president. But before that he had
invaded Liberia in 1989 and was the architect of back-to-back civil wars that would
ultimately kill some 200,000 people until 2003. He is also accused of trading guns
to rebels in neighboring Sierra Leone in exchange for uncut diamonds during that
country's 1992-2002 civil war, which left more than 100,000 dead.
In Liberia, Taylor drafted children into his army and had them drugged to perform
horrific acts including cannibalism. Taylor's men systematically raped, razed,
slaughtered and maimed, and journalists had been writing of his alleged atrocities
for years by 1997.
Campbell, who had long been involved in helping Mandela raise money for his
charities, testified Thursday that she had never heard of Taylor, nor of Liberia.
While the country often made front-page news during the war, she apparently had
never seen the photos of Taylor's men dressed in drag or wearing Donald Duck and
Mickey Mouse masks as they indiscriminately killed children, the elderly, Catholic
nuns and other civilians. They twice besieged the capital, Monrovia, in 1991 and
1996—earning him the moniker "Butcher of Monrovia."
Campbell said she received the stones from two men who knocked on her door as
she slept in one of the guest villas at Mandela's presidential complex in Pretoria—
comfortable two-story structures that are fully staffed, with bedrooms on the upper
floor.
The fashion icon said that over breakfast the next morning fellow guests Mia Farrow
and Carole White, Campbell's former agent, said the stones must be diamonds and
were probably a gift from Taylor.
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While Campbell testified she had never heard the term "blood diamonds" and
would never have guessed the "dirty-looking pebbles" were diamonds, she gave
them to Ratcliffe in hopes that Mandela's charity could benefit.
Ratcliffe, then head of the Nelson Mandela Children's Fund, said Friday that he kept
the stones and did not report them to authorities in a bid to protect the reputations
of Mandela, Campbell and the charity, of which he was a founder and remains a
trustee.
"I took them because I thought it might well be illegal for her to take uncut
diamonds out of the country," said Ratcliffe, who is former financial director of an
international engineering firm and established a foundation that educates
underprivileged South African children.
In a statement, Ratcliffe indicated he knew there could be wrongdoing, saying "I
told her (Campbell) I would not involve the NMCF (Mandela's children's charity) in
anything that could possibly be illegal."
"In the end I decided I should just keep them," he said.
Campbell's testimony may be over, but that dinner in 1997 could still factor at
Taylor's war crimes trial: Farrow and White are expected to take the stand in the
Netherlands on Monday.
———
Associated Press Writer Eric Naki contributed to this report from Johannesburg.
(This version CORRECTS New approach. Corrects last name of Ratcliffe throughout.
Multimedia: An interactive timeline about former Liberian ruler Charles Taylor has
been posted, —international/war—crimes—Taylor. This story is part of AP's general
news and entertainment services. AP Video.)
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Star Radio (Liberia)
Wednesday, 11 August 2010
Ex-Nigerian Presidential confidant links President Sirleaf
Written by Julius Kanubah
A former spokesman of ex-Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo has broken silence over what led to the
departure and arrest of ex-President Charles Taylor.
In a detailed article, Chief Femi Fani-Kayode blamed President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf and former US
President George Bush for betraying Charles Taylor.
According to him, President Sirleaf was the real traitor of Charles Taylor after she decided to violate the
asylum deal that took the ex-Liberian President to Nigeria.
The former Nigerian Presidential spokesman said the decision of President Sirleaf to request the return of
Taylor to Liberia in 2006 was the betrayal of the century.
He said President Sirleaf’s action reflected nothing but that she was an ingrate and American puppet.
Chief Kayode claimed having been seen as the Nigerian and American candidate in the 2005 elections,
President Sirleaf betrayed Taylor for international aid.
In the article titled “Charles Taylor: A man betrayed”, Chief Kayode also insisted ex-Nigerian President
Obasanjo should not be blamed for Taylor’s arrest.
He said amidst the pressure President Obasanjo only made a mistake to drop Charles Taylor to a border
point where he was arrested and transferred to Liberia.
The article by Mr. Fani-Kayode comes seven years after the resignation of Charles Taylor who is standing
war crimes trial in The Hague.
Meanwhile, Presidential Press Secretary Cyrus Badio says the Liberian Presidency would not comment on
the article because of the ongoing trial of Charles Taylor.
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UN News
Wednesday, 11 August 2010

Seychelles becomes latest country to join International Criminal Court

The Indian Ocean archipelago of Seychelles has become the latest country to
ratify the pact establishing the International Criminal Court (ICC), which is
tasked with trying people accused of genocide, crimes against humanity and war
crimes.
Seychelles ratified the 1998 Rome Statute yesterday, which means it will enter
into force for that country on 1 November, according to a press release issued by
the court in The Hague, the Dutch city where it is headquartered.
The ICC said the ratification means Seychelles has joined “the growing group of States determined to put
an end to impunity for the perpetrators of the most serious crimes of concern to the international
community as a whole, for the sake of present and future generations.”
The ICC was set up in 2002 after the number of ratifications passed 60 that year. Seychelles’ move means
there are now 112 States Parties to the statute.
An independent, permanent court, the ICC is currently investigating events in five countries or regions:
Uganda, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Sudan’s Darfur region, the Central African
Republic (CAR) and Kenya. An individual State or the Security Council can refer cases to the court for
investigation.

